Effects of length and position of an extended linker on sequence-selective DNA recognition of zinc finger peptides.
Engineered zinc finger proteins revealed that a linker sequence connecting zinc finger units has a significant effect on the DNA binding property of the protein. The recognition for a noncontiguous DNA target beyond the current recognition code of zinc finger proteins has never been determined because of the limitation of a zinc finger framework. DNA recognition of zinc finger proteins is limited only to a contiguous subset of three base pairs. We propose the recognition for a noncontiguous DNA target by inserting amino acids into the canonical linker between zinc finger units. The sequence selectivity of the new zinc finger peptides was evaluated by gel mobility shift assays. DNase I footprinting analyses clearly showed different DNA binding of various linker-extended zinc finger peptides. The application of a SPR measurement also revealed a DNA sequence selectivity of peptides. Insertion of three amino acids is enough for recognition of a noncontiguous DNA target with sequence selectivity. An extended linker will be useful for expansion of the recognition code of zinc finger proteins and for development of a new role for linker sequences in DNA binding of zinc finger proteins.